Curriculum and Pedagogical Review of Access Ministries CRE Materials
25 March 2013
I have been asked to evaluate the teaching and learning materials produced by Access
ministries as part of the CRE – SRI Program in Primary Schools in Victoria.
The evaluation will be based on my expertise and experience as former school Principal and
in my current position in the Faculty of Education at Monash University, the largest teacher
education faculty in Australia and ranked equal first in Australia and 16th in the world based
on international surveys.
I am a Senior Lecturer in curriculum and pedagogy for primary education, and a recognised
expert in school education, curriculum and pedagogy both nationally and internationally, an
Australian Research Council Research Fellow and recently requested to give expert evidence
to the federal House of Representatives Education Committee in relation the Australian
Education Bill 2012.
ACCESS ministries Christian Education program serves students and school communities
in Victorian government schools by providing Christian Special Religious Instruction (SRI),
which we refer to as Christian Religious Education (CRE).
ACCESS ministries provides SRI under the provisions of the Victorian Education and
Training Reform Act (2006) and in compliance with the Department of Education and Early
Childhood Development (DEECD) Service Agreement and School Policy and Advisory
Guide (SPAG) for SRI.
Access ministries states on their website that:
Christian SRI program reinforces the value of each individual student, fostering their
enquiry and reflection about spiritual matters and tenets of the Christian faith and
how it can pertain to them. Our program actively focuses on the development of
personal and community values, such as integrity, resilience, empathy and respect1.
The Department of Education and Early Childhood Development also states that such
classes is approved by the Department of Education actually complements “lesson themes
and current Departmental policy; builds on the Victorian Essential Learning Standards”.

Dr David Zyngier
Senior Lecturer in Curriculum & Pedagogy
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Executive Summary
The Appendices contain typical examples selected at random that are reflective of the
material across the various student workbooks based on the instructor’s manuals.
Students across all the student workbooks are not being challenged to think independently as
the vast majority of student tasks are based on what we in the profession call busy work. i
The illustrations from the student work books are exemplars of such busy work. Typically
these activities minimise student intellectual growth, provide no scaffolding support to guide
students through the learning process as there are no explicit or clear statements about the
purpose or rationale for the learning.
Moreover there does not seem to be any logical selection and sequencing of the content, nor
is the content broken down into manageable instructional units based on students’ cognitive
capabilities. The related instructional delivery in the Instructor’s Manual also does not
appear to support clear sequencing, clear descriptions and demonstrations of skills to be
acquired, nor are the student activities followed by practice and timely feedback – the
essence of good pedagogical practice which should focus initially on high levels of teacher
involvement. The teaching materials do not support the AusVELS, nor do they reflect the
recommended Victorian teaching and learning principles (POLTs). There is very little
evidence that the CRE curriculum supports as recommended intellectual quality of learning
as proposed by Bloom or that the Instructors are following the recommendations of the E5
Framework of what constitutes high quality teaching and learning practice in the classroom.
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Evaluation Framework
The evaluation of the teaching materials – both the instructor’s manuals and the student
workbooks - will be based on the Principles of Learning and Teaching2 (POLT)
framework that articulates six principles that can be used by schools, teams of teachers and
individuals to reflect on practice and support professional dialogue to strengthen pedagogical
practices. The Principles build on other Victorian research projects that have focussed on
pedagogy. The Principles have been extended to include all domains and stages of learning.

The evaluation will also refer in detail to the e5 Instructional Model 3 which is a reference
point for school leaders and teachers to develop a deeper understanding of what constitutes
high quality teacher practice in the classroom.
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http://www.education.vic.gov.au/school/teachers/support/Pages/teaching.aspx
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http://www.education.vic.gov.au/school/teachers/support/pages/e5.aspx
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Reference will also be made in this evaluation to the commonly used Thinking Skills
Framework of Bloom’s Taxonomy which provides a structured questioning method that
allows for students to engage in higher order thinking processes. The Six Levels of
Questioning based on Bloom’s Taxonomy4 provides an excellent starting point for teachers
wanting to move beyond the basic question and answer techniques. In the 1950s, educational
psychologist Benjamin Bloom developed a hierarchical classification of behaviour important
in learning that can be depicted as a pyramid (click image on right to enlarge). The bottom of
the pyramid indicates simple cognitive behaviour of recall and fact recognition. This leads up
to more complex behaviour, involving increasing mental abstraction5. In 1991 the Taxonomy
was revised by Dr Lorin Anderson (a former student of Bloom), to reflect relevance to 21st
century work.

Bloom also classified the types of questions used by educators in assessing students by verb
form. The type of action required by the verbs used in an assessment question indicate the
cognitive demands being placed on students.

44
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http://www.teachers.ash.org.au/researchskills/Dalton.htm
http://w3.unisa.edu.au/gradquals/staff/program/blooms.asp
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Evaluation
This evaluation is based on a thorough reading of the instructor’s manuals and the student
workbooks from the Launch (VELS Level 1 - Early Years – ages 5-6) through to the Quest
(VELS Level 4 -Middle Years (ages 10-12) 7 currently provided to CRE instructors to use in
Victorian primary schools.

The Principles of Learning and Teaching P-12 (PoLT) and related components state that
students learn best when:
1. The learning environment is supportive and productive
2. The learning environment promotes independence, interdependence and selfmotivation
3. Students’ needs, backgrounds, perspectives and interests are reflected in the learning
program
4. Students are challenged and supported to develop deep levels of thinking and
application
5. Assessment practices are an integral part of teaching and learning
6. Learning connects strongly with communities and practice beyond the classroom
The PoLT initiative aims to:





7

build consistent, comprehensive and improved pedagogical approaches within and
across schools, while still allowing flexibility, innovation and local decision making
at the school level
focus teaching to meet the diverse needs of students
strengthen learning communities within and beyond the school.

http://www.accessministries.org.au/resourceshop/curriculum-yellow
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For the purposes of this evaluation particular focus will be on the following POLTs:
The learning environment is supportive and productive
The teacher builds positive relationships with and values each student. Through
teacher modelling and classroom strategies based on cooperation and mutual support,
an environment is created where students feel comfortable to pursue inquiries and
express themselves. They take responsibility for their learning and are prepared to
pursue and try out new ideas.
The student work in all of the 4 workbooks is predominantly individualised learning
activities that need to be done in silence. They are very few times when students are asked to
share their ideas with others or pursue their own understanding. Students are never given
the opportunity to take any initiatives or responsibility for their learning which is instructor
directed and focussed.
The learning environment promotes independence, interdependence and selfmotivation.
Teachers model practices that build independence and motivate students to work in
an autonomous manner. Students are involved in decision making within the
classroom in relation to what and how they learn and are encouraged to take
responsibility for their learning. Team building skills are also explicitly taught so that
students learn to collaborate, negotiate and contribute to joint assignments and
experience the sharing of roles, responsibilities and ownership.
The CRE program is based on dependence and instructor directed learning activities.
Students are rarely if ever able to make autonomous decisions not are they permitted to take
responsibility for their own learning. There is little or no evidence of team building activities
planned for in the Instructor Manual nor in the Student Workbooks. In fact there appears to
be very little opportunity made in the CRE Curriculum for collaboration, negotiation and
individual or group contribution to learning activities. Students would not experience any
sense of ownership or responsibility based on the evaluations of these documents.
Students' needs, backgrounds, perspectives and interests are reflected in the learning
program
A range of strategies is used to monitor and respond to students' different learning
needs, social needs, and cultural perspectives. Students' lives and interests are
reflected in the learning sequences. A variety of teaching strategies are used to
accommodate the range of abilities and interests, and to encourage diversity and
autonomy.
There seems to be little or no evidence of the need to cater for differentiated learning styles
or abilities in the Instructor manual beyond using additional BLM handouts for “early
finishers”. In other words more “busy work”.
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Students are challenged and supported to develop deep levels of thinking and
application
Students are challenged to explore, question and engage with significant ideas and
practices, so that they move beyond superficial understandings to develop higher
order, flexible thinking. To support this, teaching sequences should be sustained and
responsive and explore ideas and practices.
In my evaluation this is clearly the most obvious area that is totally absent from the CRE
“Curriculum”. Students as can be seen in the Appendices are rarely if ever intellectually
challenged to explore, question and engage independently with “big ideas”. These activities
are based on superficial understandings and counter the opportunity of higher order
thinking that is recommended by Bloom’s Taxonomy. Invariably the student activities never
move beyond superficial recall responding to questions like who, what, when. When a Why
question is asked, again the answer is predetermined by the Instructor’s manual. Students in
the CRE program are not given the opportunities to evaluate, synthesise or create and apply
new knowledge and understandings.
Assessment practices are an integral part of teaching and learning
Assessment contributes to planning at a number of levels. Monitoring of student
learning is continuous and encompasses a variety of aspects of understanding and
practice. Assessment criteria are explicit and feedback is designed to support
students' further learning and encourage them to monitor and take responsibility for
their own learning.

From my evaluation of both the Instructors’ Manuals and the Student Workbooks there is
actually no evidence of assessment of, for or as learning as suggested is necessary for good
learning by the Assessment and Evaluation Policy of the DEECD. There is no opportunity
for students to receive feedback on the work that they do especially as the Instructors are
suggested to ask the supervising teacher to leave the student workbooks in the classroom –
therefore the work the students do in the CRE classroom is never evaluated in any way. This
breaks the powerful learning cycle and can only reinforce a student view that the work they
do in the CRE classroom has no value.

Supporting the Principles of Learning & Teaching is the e5 Model which details domains
that constitutes high quality instruction so that we can describe what effective teachers do in
the classroom to engage students in intellectually demanding work. These 5 domains are:
1. Engage
2. Explore
3. Explain,
4. Elaborate
5. Evaluate
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Therefore what the teacher is doing with the children will:


foster positive relations with and between students and develops shared
expectations for learning and interacting. They stimulate interest and
curiosity, promote questioning and connect learning to real world
experiences. The teacher structures tasks, elicits students’ prior knowledge
and supports them to make connections to past learning experiences. They
present a purpose for learning, determining challenging learning goals and
making assessment and performance requirements clear. The teacher assists
students to consider and identify processes that will support the achievement
of the learning goals.

My evaluation of the CRE Instructors’ Manuals found that there is too often a clear lack of
establishing links between the real world of the child and the teaching materials. There is
little evidence to show that the teaching materials or the detailed instructions for CRE
instructors support the making of connections to past learning experiences. The Instructors’
Manuals do not establish challenging learning goals for the students and as there is an
absence of assessment and performance criteria clearly established the instructors would be
unable to support the student in learning or achieving satisfactory achievement beyond a
simple and crude right and wrong assessment.


present challenging tasks to support students to generate and investigate
questions, gather relevant information and develop ideas. They provide tools
and procedures for students to organise information and ideas. The teacher
identifies students’ conceptions and challenges misconceptions. They assist
students to expand their perspectives and reflect on their learning. The teacher
is mindful of the learning requirements of the task, attentive to student
responses and intervenes accordingly.

The Instructor Manual and the Student Workbooks do not present challenging tasks essential
for student exploration – the students tasks as demonstrated by the typical examples in the
Appendices do not expand on prior learning, or give students and instructors an opportunity
to reflect on student learning or intervene if there is a lack of student learning.


provide opportunities for students to demonstrate their current level of
understanding through verbal and non-verbal means. They explicitly teach
relevant knowledge, concepts and skills. This content is represented in
multiple ways. The teacher provides strategies to enable students to connect
and organise new and existing knowledge. They assist students to represent
their ideas, using language and images to engage them in reading, writing,
speaking, listening and viewing. The teacher explicitly teaches the language
of the discipline. They progressively assess students’ understanding and
structure opportunities for students to practise new skills.
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There is no evidence that the Instructor Manual presents content in a variety of educative
ways that explicitly teach knowledge, concepts and skills. On the contrary, the Student
Workbook activities are only variations of a theme presented in colourful and seductive
images. Students are required to fill in blanks, connect sentences, un-jumble words, decode a
message using a simple key, complete find-a word. Students are not engaged in writing or
speaking about new knowledge but responding to external stimulus to give a pre-determined
(correct) response. This is not learning but training. There is no evidence of instructors
progressively assessing students’ skills or understandings
engage students in dialogue, continuously extending and refining students’
understanding. They support students to identify and define relationships
between concepts and to generate principles or rules. The teacher selects
contexts from familiar to unfamiliar, which progressively build the students’
ability to transfer and generalise their learning. The teacher supports students
to create and test hypotheses and to make and justify decisions. They monitor
student understanding, providing explicit feedback, and adjusting instruction
accordingly.
The Instructors Manual explicitly inhibits dialogue between children but limits it to typical
Q&A or call and response. There is no evidence of students being given tasks that will
enable the development and testing of hypotheses or to justify decisions. The instructor is not
given any opportunity to give students explicit feedback.


support students to continuously refine and improve their work using
assessment criteria in preparation for a performance of understanding. They
integrate evidence from each phase, formally recording students’ progress
against learning goals. The teacher provides feedback and assists students to
evaluate their progress and achievements. They support students to reflect on
their learning processes and the impact of effort on achievement. The teacher
guides students to identify future learning goals.8

Students due to the nature of the Instruction Manual and the Student Workbook and reliance
on BLMs are seldom if ever evaluated on the basis of the work completed in the CRE
classroom. As there are no assessment criteria or performance standards the students in the
CRE classroom would not be aware of instructor or learning expectations or learning goals.
There is also no evidence in the CRE Curriculum of the instructor guiding students to
identify learning goals in the present or future as all the material is pre-determined and
fixed.

8

http://www.education.vic.gov.au/school/teachers/support/Pages/e5model.aspx
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The DEECD also outlines what it has called the Six Dimensions of Quality 9 which reflect
and support Principle of Learning Teaching 4 Students are challenged and supported to
develop deep levels of thinking and application

1. Cognitive challenge of the task
This dimension describes the level of thinking required for students to complete the task.
Specifically, it describes the degree to which students have the opportunity to apply higherorder reasoning and engage with grade-appropriate academic content material.
For example, an assignment given a high score for cognitive challenge might require
students to synthesise ideas, analyse cause and effect, and/or analyse a problem and pose
reasonable solutions using content-area knowledge (eg, comparing themes from different
books, etc). An assignment given a low score on this dimension, in contrast, might only
require students to recall very basic, factual information.
Invariably the material as presented in the CRE Curriculum is based on recall and very
basic factual information – there is little opportunity for students to apply higher order
thinking skills and typically the material as presented in the Student Workbooks is
patronising and not age appropriate.

2. Clarity of learning goals
This dimension describes how clearly a teacher articulates the specific skills, concept or
content knowledge students are to gain from completing the assignment. The primary
purpose of this dimension is to describe the degree to which an assignment could be
considered a purposeful, goal-driven activity focussed on student learning. An assignment
given a higher score on this dimension would have goals that were very clear, detailed and
specific, and it would be possible to assess whether or not students had achieved these goals.
There is a lack of evidence in the CRE Curriculum that demonstrates the Instructors actually
articulate specific learning goals to students. Too often there is no direct purpose or
recognisable goal for the student learning that are clear and specific. There is no
opportunity for Instructors or students to know whether these goals as stated in the
Instructor manual are achieved except in a right or wrong form.

3. Clarity of the grading criteria
The purpose for this dimension is to assess the quality of the grading criteria for the
assignment in terms of their specificity and potential for helping students improve their
performance. Raters consider how clearly each aspect of the grading criteria is defined and
how much detail is provided for each of the criteria.

9

http://www.education.vic.gov.au/school/teachers/support/Pages/e5quality.aspx
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An assignment given a high score for this dimension would have grading criteria that clearly
detail the guidelines for success and provide a great deal of information to students about
what they need to do to successfully complete the task.
There are no grading criteria attached to the Student Workbook or Instructors’ Manuals.

4. Alignment of goals and tasks
This dimension focuses on the degree to which a teacher’s stated learning goals are reflected
in the design of the assignment’s tasks. Specifically, this dimension attempts to capture how
well the assignment appears to promote the achievement of the teacher’s goals for student
learning. An assignment given a high score on this dimension would involve tasks and goals
that overlap completely.
There are no grading criteria attached to the Student Workbook or Instructors’ Manuals.

5. Alignment of goals and grading criteria
This dimension is intended to describe the degree to which a teacher’s grading criteria
support the learning goals (ie, the degree to which a teacher assesses students on the skills
and concepts they are intended to learn through the completion of the assignment). Also
considered in this rating is whether or not the grading criteria include extraneous dimensions
that do not support the learning goals, as well as the appropriateness of the criteria for
supporting the learning goals.
There are no grading criteria attached to the Student Workbook or Instructors’ Manuals.

6. Overall quality
This dimension is intended to provide a holistic rating of the quality of the assignment based
on its level of cognitive challenge, the specificity and focus of the learning goals, the clarity
of the grading criteria, the alignment of the learning goals and the assignment task, and the
alignment of the learning goals and grading criteria.
As indicated above the majority of the material presented in the Student Workbooks is of
very superficial intellectually quality and is non-intellectually challenging material. There
are no grading criteria attached to the Student Workbook or Instructors’ Manuals. Therefore
there lacks an alignment of any learning goals with the tasks beyond the superficial re-call
of information.
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Appendices: Typical Examples of Student Work in CRE workbooks and BLMs
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i

“In the context of education, busy work allows students to work independently, to
test their own knowledge and skills, and to practice using new skills learned in the
educational setting.[1] It can consist of various types of schoolwork assigned by a
teacher to keep students occupied with activities involving learning and cognition
while the teacher focuses upon another group of students.[1] The functionality of busy
work is associated with levels of interest students have with the content of the work,
levels of enjoyment students have in performing the work, how purposeful the work
is, and how accomplishment of the work is perceived by students.[1] The perceived
results of the work by students is significant: when students feel that they've
succeeded in accomplishing a functional task, it's congruent with learning and the
attainment of new skills.[1]
Busy work can also be used to keep the students occupied with educational tasks
during idle times, such as instances when time in school remains but the day's
curriculum has already commenced.[1] This application of busy work to consume idle
time was common in primary education, but the need for work to have educational
content, rather than existing just to consume time, is now preferred.[2]
Busy work has historical precedent in primary education. Entire books have been published that document
various busy work activities and curricula per student grade levels, types of activities and how the work is
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associated with various types and stages of learning. Examples include Plans for Busy Work (published in
1901) and Education by Doing: Occupations and Busy Work for Primary Classes (published in 1909)”.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Busy_work
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